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Registration Pilot Program

- Registration Pilot
Program

If you know someone who has always wanted to

- Spring 2018 Lecture

take an OLLI study group but hasn’t yet done so,

Series

now is the time for them to do it! The OLLI at AU

- Download

Board of Directors has authorized a pilot program

PayByPhone Parking

for this spring semester that allows anyone who has

App

never attended an OLLI study group to take

- Upcoming Events at

advantage of a one-time, one study group for $100

American University

for any remaining OPEN study groups. If you know

- OLLI Calendar

someone who may be interested, please have them
review the open study groups on the OLLI

Download
PayByPhone
Parking App
Rather than standing
in line fussing with a

website. Tell them to doubleclick the column head
"Status," which will bring all open study groups to
the top of the list. Then the individual must call the
office to register. Remember that the semester
begins March 5.

Spring 2018 Lecture Series

parking kiosk, you can
use the PayByPhone

The Spring Lecture Series is now on online. We

parking app instead. Go

have another terrific line-up of speakers. On each

to the PayByPhone

Tuesday the week before a lecture, members will be

Parking App page on

emailed a reminder of the lecture with a link to

our website for

register on Eventbrite. If seats are still available on

instructions on how to

the Thursday before the lecture, an email will be

download and use the

sent to nonmembers so they can register.

app.

Upcoming Events
at American University
NOTE: If you have a question about any AUspecific event, please contact the sponsoring
department directly.

The Gorenman Bach Project: Yuliya Gorenman,
piano
Bach Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1
Saturday, March 24 at 7:30 pm
Information and Tickets; Box Office: 202-8853634
Katzen Performing Arts Center
Abramson Family Recital Hall
4400 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Internationally acclaimed pianist and AU's musicianin-residence, Yuliya Gorenman, performs a
monumental masterwork: Johann Sebastian Bach’s

The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I . Rarely performed
in a single concert, this work has challenged and
inspired artists and audiences for almost four
centuries. This performance marks Ms. Gorenman’s
20th year with AU, an impressive milestone in an ongoing musical journey.
www.yuliya.com
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